
Mediating objects & national mythology
The case of the Warsaw Uprising armband



● How does the Uprising armband appear in texts?
○ Museum
○ News articles 
○ Movies
○ Social media

● How is its meaning organised?
○ Through text
○ Through physical display in the museum
○ Through images …

● In what contexts does it exist?
○ In the museum
○ In the field (on people – insurgents, non-insurgents, reenactors, ‘outsiders’)

● What frameworks and theories allow it to be understood?
○ (national) mythologies
○ ‘outfit patriotism’
○ Polish post-1989 identity 
○ textual approach



The Warsaw Rising: 1 August - 3 October 1944

– 63 days of heavy urban fighting of 25,000-37,000 insurgents (14% female); 65% 
of insurgents aged under 25 (“the uprising of the young”), 40% had received 
military training; limited access to weapons

– Aim: to liberate Warsaw from Nazi German occupation before the Soviet 
advance (to present Warsaw as an independent Polish capital). 

– Outcome: military failure, thousands executed or sent to forced labour camps; 
destruction of 80-90% of Warsaw by Nazi Germany air raids and shelling in 
retaliation for the Uprising (as Generalplan Ost and the Germanisation of Central 
and Eastern Europe had already been abandoned).

– Losses (Polish side): 16,000-18,000 soldiers and 150,000-180,000 civilians 



The Rising’s place in Polish mythology

Poster for Warsaw ‘44, dir. Jan Komasa, 2013. 



National mythology

“Myths … are not fictitious stories or plain lies … [but rather] stories that are 
posited by a given social collective as real, true, and important.” (22)

“National mythology, then, is a narrative weaving together different myths of the 
nation. It is structured by history; it is embodied, following Roland Barthes 
(1957), in visual and material culture, enacted in ordinary and extra-ordinary 
practices, and consumed in everyday commodities from magazine covers to 
‘national’ beverages; ultimately structuring the understanding of the present, and 
potentially shaping the future.” (22-23) [emphasis added]

– Genevieve Zubrzycki, “History and the National Sensorium,” Qual Sociol 34 
(2011)



National mythology

Zubrzycki’s conception of national mythology, then, is

– historicist

– materialist

– sensorial. 



Myths

“Myth is one of the ways in which collectivities – in this context, more especially 
nations – establish and determine the foundations of their own being, their 
own systems of morality and values.” (19) [emphasis added]

– George Schopflin, “The Functions of Myth and a Taxonomy of Myths” (1997)



Women (L) and boys (R) wearing uprising armbands. Archival photos from the Warsaw Rising, August 1944.



Uprising armband with the initials of the 
Polish Army (Wojsko Polskie) and the 
Slovak state emblem. 

← Section in the Warsaw Rising Museum 
dedicated to the Slovaks fighting 
in the Rising on the Polish side. Includes an 
armband from the Rising in the colours 
of Slovakia (top to bottom: white, blue, red). 



Objects that mediate / mediating objects

“In an important sense all objects are media. A mediating object is one that 
carries communications between people – information, emotions, ideas and 
impressions that could have been communicated by speech, gesture, touch or 
expression – if the people had been with each other. The mediating object 
carries messages across space or time (or both) between people who are 
not co-present.” [emphasis added] (153)

– Tim Dant, Material Culture in the Social World (1999)



Mediating objects cont. 

“Mediating objects have to command our attention to communicate with us” (154)

“The art work communicates a sense of humanity or human experience. Any 
representation [e.g. photograph] … can give the viewer a sense of displacement, 
of being there where the person was who made the image, either in a real place or 
an emotional place or a mixture of both. When it works we say we are ‘moved’ by 
what we see” (155) 

– Tim Dant, Material Culture in the Social World (1999)



Mediating objects in the museum

● The past itself is not memory – to become memory, the past must first 
become articulated. (Skaryusz-Wolska)

→ Museums (and books, and movies) create memory by (re)working 
(through) the past (historical facts, objects, oral histories, etc.).

● Tony Bennett & New Museology 







Catholic wedding during the Warsaw 
Uprising, 1944. 

Insurgents, Warsaw, August 1944. 





Insurgent Juliusz Kulesza, pointing at the armband that 
belonged to Lieutenant Jan Szypowski (nom de guerre: 
Lesnik), with whom Kulesza had fought in the Uprising.

‘valuable exhibit’



Armbands on display at the 
Warsaw Rising Museum. 



Interior of the Warsaw Rising Museum. 



Interior of the Warsaw Rising Museum. 



The armband 
as a symbol of virtue

Imposes questions:

What is heroism in the 21st century?

How can one display heroism and virtue 
through their actions in time of peace?

How to be a patriot (or, good citizen subject) 
today?



How-to make an uprising 
armband at home?
● White A4 paper sheet
● Paint
● Black or grey marker
● Pencil
● Stapler

1 August Rising anniversary 
“an opportunity for small and 
young soldiers [kids] to make 
uprising armband for 
themselves at home”. 



The armband = 
the trademark 
of the insurgents (?) 

Insurgents during an anniversary of 
the Warsaw Rising,

wearing symbolic armbands.
Left: Wroclaw 2021, right: Warsaw 2021.



Handing out armbands on 
the Rising anniversary –

a controversial matter

Civilians handing out armbands 
on the Warsaw Rising 

anniversary, Legnica 2018. 



English:
Urszula Kitlasz, whose grandparents were insurgents, immediately reacted to the 
behaviour of journalist by reminding on Facebook that the uprising armband is not 
an accessory. “You can’t pretend to be an Insurgent. It’s the same with the 
Fighting Poland [Anchor] symbol. You can’t use it as a keychain. I feel sick when I 
see what is happening around the Uprising” – she wrote. 

“Awantura o opaski powstańcze. Dyrektor muzeum stawia sprawę jasno,” Fakt. 30 July 2016. 



She added: “I, a granddaughter of Insurgents, do not dare to take their armbands 
out of the foil that my grandfather wrapped them in years ago. My heart is 
breaking when I see you turn the Warsaw Uprising into a show. It does not make 
you patriots, only pathetic masqueraders” – she confessed.

“Awantura o opaski powstańcze. Dyrektor muzeum stawia sprawę jasno,” Fakt. 30 July 2016. 



“... more and more Poles are succumbing to a 
peculiar fashion of posting photos with the uprising 
band on their arms … Among them were Samuel 
Pereira and Dawid Wildstein [Polish conservative 
journalists]. 

… ‘Are they angry they were born too late, or 
what?’. Comments such as this one sum up the 
photo Pereira and Wildstein posted on Twitter. The 
campaign itself has found as many opponents as 
proponents. 

Some argue that putting an uprising band on your 
arm is a mockery of the insurgents and insulting the 
sacred; that it is a tacky dress-up game, a fad, an 
unnecessary and conspicuous display of one’s 
patriotism in an overly simplified way. This stance is 
similar to that of the opponents of historical 
reenactments, who say that dressing up in uprising 
uniforms and running around Warsaw with fake 
rifles is silly child play.” 

Pawel Kalisz, “Nowa moda? W ramach akcji #MapaPrzeszłości 
ludzie fotografują się z powstańczymi opaskami na rękach,” 
NaTemat, 23 July 2016. 



‘Outfit patriotism’
(patriotyzm konfekcyjny)

– Slawomir Doleglo 
– Marcin Napiorkowski



– ‘memory boom’ (Huyssen 1995; 
Skaryusz-Wolska)

– commercialisation of the past and history in 
contemporary culture – “history sells” (Winter 
2000; but in CEE, from the late 1990s onwards)



2018 Mike Tyson
controversy

“... the fact that he’s wearing the armband, pretending to be an insurgent, that’s 
going too far” – said the Director of the Warsaw Rising Museum, Jan Oldakowski. 

Who’s allowed to enter and 
be in contact with the sacred?

Possible intruders?

“"W opasce udaje powstańca, to trochę za dużo". Dyrektor Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego o Tysonie,” Polsat News, 30 July 2018. 



Inspiration for the younger generations?  Identifying with national heroes?  Role-playing?
Future


